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This year’s annual conference was 
held for the first time in Kirkcaldy Old 
Kirk, and the general consensus 
appears to be that the venue was very 
good. Some folk had a difficulty in 
parking nearby and finding the place 
but that sort of thing has to be 
expected when going somewhere 
new. The venue (below) provided both 
a raised seating area at the rear of the 
auditorium and seats on the main 
floor nearer the speakers and the 
screen.

 
 

The refreshment breaks went very 
smoothly, with no sign of the 
horrendous queues normally 
associated with the conference, and 
the sound system was excellent. 
 

The day got off to a good start with 
John Gooder (Access Archaeology) 
telling us about his excavation of a  
severely plough truncated barrow in 
 
 
 

Leven. Star find was an All Over 
Cord (AOC) Beaker. John was 
followed by Oliver O’Grady updating 
us on The Living Lomonds Land-
scape Partnership, part of which was 
the recent trial excavation of a series 
of braided tracks at the foot of the 
north side of the Lomonds west of 
Falkland It had once been suggested 
that these were associated with the 
nearby medieval deer park.  
Alison Sheriden (NMS), together with 
colleagues Aida Romera and Nathan 
Welch, provided a post-excavation 
update of the Early Bronze Age 
cemetery excavated by Derek Hall at 
Kilmagadwood a few years ago. 
Alison spoke about the pottery 
(mainly Cinerary Urns like the 
Collared Urn pictured below) and 
other artefacts including bone  
 

 
 
 

Annual Conference success 
 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

and bronze razors. Aida and Nathan 
talked about the osteology. 
Dene Wright from Glasgow University’s 
SERF project gave a fascinating account 
of this year’s excavations at Millhaugh, 
near Dunning. Perhaps the most surpr-
ising and exciting news was the 
identification of structures, including a 
pit alignment as being of Mesolithic 
date. 
The post-lunch session kicked off with 
David Strachan (PKHT) setting the 
context surrounding recent or planned 
work on six hillforts on the Tay – the two 
on Moncreiffe Hill, Deuchney Wood, 
King’s Seat Dunkeld, Dun Mac Tual on 
Drummond Hill overlooking the junction 
of the Rivers Tay and Lyon, and Castle 
Law, Abernethy, where he hopes to 
undertake some excavation soon. 

 
Plan of Dun Mac Tual taken from David Christison’s 
paper --The Forts, ‘Camps’ and other Field-Works of 
Perth, Forfar and Kincardine’, which was published in 
Volume 34 (1899-1900). 
 
David Sneddon (Northlight Heritage) 
spoke about the work he has been 
undertaking for PKHT at Lair in 
Glenshee, where, in the late 1980s, the 
Royal Commission identified a hitherto 
unsuspected early medieval landscape 

chocked full of round-ended 
buildings, enclosures and 
cultivation remains. David stated 
that the suggested dating of the 
structures by RCAHMS had been 
confirmed by a suite of recent 
radiocarbon dates. 
Those readers who have been 
inconvenienced by the laying of a 
hot-water pipeline between 
Guardbridge and St Andrews will 
have been interested to hear Jozef 
Doran reveal the discovery of a 
Neolithic site along the route, 
which comprised a number of 
features, including pits, one of 
which contained 98 sherds of 
pottery from 4 or 5 Middle to Late 
Neolithic Grooved Ware vessels.  
However, because of the nature of 
the excavation and the relative 
narrowness of the pipeline, only a 
small part of this fascinating site 
was excavated. 

 
 

Derek Hall provided an update of 
his (mostly single-handed) 
excavation of the Whitefriars 
monastery at Tullilum in Perth 
(illustrated above), founded in 
1262. To date, the excavation – 
sometimes undertaken in truly 
awful conditions, has yielded 
some 307 burials accompanied by 
a range of artefacts that include  



 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 St Madoes 
Discovery 

In October your editor spent a very 
pleasant afternoon in the company 
of Catherine and Bob Smith looking 
at some aspects of the history and 
archaeology of St Madoes. Principal 
object of interest was an inscribed 
boundary stone that Catherine had 
recently found discarded in the 
corner of a potato field. The stone 
(see photos right) is a crude block 
of whinstone but one side of it is 
inscribed with the letter ‘P’ and the 
other the letter, ‘G’. The stone, 
which  measures 0.54m in length by 
0.28m in breadth and 0.16m in 
thickness. However, it is more than 
likely that the s tone represents 
only the top part of a pillar that was 
originally much longer as one of the 
features of boundary stones is that 
they are bedded so far into the 
ground that they are very difficult to 
move.  
An interesting feature is that on the 
side bearing the letter G at least, the 
surface of the crudely hewn stone 
has been dressed by shallow 
droving prior to the cutting of the 
letter see below). The style of the 
letter suggests an early to mid-19th 
century date. 

 

wooden staffs, wooden limbs, shoes 
(or parts of) and what may be wax 
models of miniature croziers.  
Derek’s talk was followed by Bruce 
Manson talking about the building and 
reconstruction of St Drostan’s Kirk, 
Markinch (below). Bruce provided an 
intriguing insight to the development of 
the structure, effectively using 
archaeological techniques to 
demonstrate the different periods of 
construction. 

  
 
The final talk of the day was given by 
Peter Klemen of Rathmell Archaeology 
Ltd who spoke about the Kilrenny, 
Anstruther and Cellardyke Burgh 
Survey. This was a very good 12-month 
initiative that encouraged members of 
the local community to become 
involved in investigating and recording 
aspects of their own local history. This 
saw a range of volunteers become 
involved in archive work, building 
survey and archaeological excavation. 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In the same field as the boundary 
stone was found there is a burial 
enclosure for which at that time 
there was no record in Canmore.  

 
The enclosure was built in 1881 
and consecrated by the Bishop of 
Brechin on the 2nd of November 
that year. It contains graves of the 
Richardson family of nearby 
Pitfour Castle, which made its 
fortune in the late 18th and early 
19th century through salmon 
fishing on the Tay. The family 
ceased living in the castle in the 
1960s and it has since been 
converted into flats. 
 

 
Enclosure images copyright: John Sherriff 
 
 

 
 

 
All boundary stone images copyright: John Sherriff 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Save Wemyss Ancient Caves Society 
30th Anniversary Celebration 

Saturday, 22 October, in Kirkcaldy Old Kirk 
 
 The Wemyss Caves are situated on 
the north shore of the Firth of Forth 
just east of the village of East 
Wemyss. They are chiefly famous 
for the ancient Pictish carvings 
found on their walls.  In 1986 a car 
was pushed into one of these caves 
and set on fire, the blaze causing 
the destruction of a number of the 
precious carvings. This was the 
incident that brought together the 
people who formed Save Wemyss 
Ancient Caves Society. These were 
the people who valued this unique 
piece of our heritage and were 
prepared to pool efforts in order to 
safeguard this special site and draw 
attention to the dangers it faced.  
October this year, then, marked the 
thirtieth anniversary of the founding 
of the society. 

 

A celebratory event was planned by 
SWACS in honour of this occasion and 
attracted over a hundred attendees.  
The afternoon programme featured 
speakers who are experts on various 
aspects of Pictish studies.  SWACS 
Chair Mike Arrowsmith and MSP David 
Torrance (pictures below) introduced 
the event and welcomed everybody 
who had come along. 

 
 
Following that, Fraser Hunter, a 
principal curator for National 
Museums Scotland, was first to speak 
and made a case for seeing the Roman 
invasion as a causative factor in 
forming the identity of the Pictish 
people.  The lack of evidence for a 
Roman military presence in Fife in the 
first and second centuries CE implied 
friendly relations with the inhabitants 
of that region.  The Roman silver 
hoards of later date are indicative of 
frontier politics – gifts to keep the 
locals on side – and the drying up of 
this source of wealth would create 
changing dynamics with neighbouring 
tribes. 
 
Image (left) Floriate carving, Court Cave. 
Image Copyright: Sue Hampstead. 



  
Sue Hamstead of Save Wemyss Ancient Caves Society spoke about the 
history of SWACS, noting some of the highlights over the years, but 
concentrating on recent achievements and the challenges still ahead in the 
fight to protect and preserve the Wemyss Caves. 
Jo Hambly of SCAPE (Scottish Coastal Archaeology and the Problem of 
Erosion) put the Wemyss Caves in context by way of comparisons with other 
caves in Scotland where Pictish carvings have been found.  She also whetted 
our appetite for the forthcoming upgrade to the Wemyss Caves 4D website -
(www.4dwemysscaves.org) which will enable us to navigate our way into all 
of the caves and to shine our virtual torch around to find the carvings and 
examine them online. 
Joe Fitzpatrick of the Falkland Stewardship Trust brought us up to date with 
the latest Pictish discoveries from the Living Lomonds project which over 
the past few years has been working to uncover the lost heritage of the hills 
and reaffirm the importance of this site. 
After a break, Alice Blackwell, a Research Fellow at National Museums 
Scotland, picked up on the theme of silver hoards.  Her work on the artefacts 
from the Norrie’s Law hoard has revealed which items are of genuine Pictish 
origin and which are nineteenth-century copies.  She presented arguments 
demonstrating how closely related this hoard is to the Gaulcross hoard; for 
example, the significant proportion of Roman silver included, the early date 
and their location at pre-existing monuments. 
John Boreland, Historic Environment Scotland, discussed the carvings in 
Sculptor’s Cave, Moray, which reflect those at the Wemyss Caves in the 
choice of symbols and the manner in which they are depicted.   
 
Fraser Hunter addressing the Conference: Image copyright: Sue Hampstead. 

 



                
  Particularly interesting is the 

presence at both sites of the 
extremely rare vertical fish.  Recent 
testing of human bones found at the 
location date them to the third or 
fourth century CE, comparable with 
excavations at Dunnicaer, the site 
about which we were shortly to learn 
more from the final speaker. 

 
Gordon Noble, University of 
Aberdeen, talked of the Northern 
Picts project which has been 
investigating many sites.  He 
concentrated on findings from 
excavations at the Dunnicaer sea 
stack and at Rhynie.  Results of 
dating tests at Dunnicaer suggest 
that the Pictish symbol stones and 
associated artefacts relate to activity 
peaking in the fourth century CE, 
earlier than previously thought. The 
major high-status settlement 
excavated at Rhynie turned up huge 
numbers of metalworking moulds – 
some designed to produce objects of 
distinctively Pictish style – 

and none of them dating to later than 
550 CE. 
To find out more about SWACS, visit 
our website: www.wemysscaves.org 
It was thrilling to find the same 
themes and the same notions 
recurring – from speculation on the 
purpose of silver hoards to the reuse 
of ritual sites – and, above all, to 
discover the gathering evidence for 
pushing back the date of the earliest 
Pictish carvings.  The day ended with 
a wine reception and a chance for 
people to continue the conversation 
and exchange ideas informally.  I’m 
sure many people left feeling inspired 
about this area of study and eager to 
learn more and to follow up on the 
findings and theories that had been 
presented. 
The people at SWACS are grateful to 
all those who came along to take part 
in this stimulating and enlightening 
event.  Thank you all for making it 
such a success! 
 
Below – the entrance to Doocot Cave. 

 
 
 



 Dundee Exhibition extended 

 
Readers of this newsletter may be interested to learn that the Reflections on 
Celts Exhibition at Dundee Museum has been extended until Sunday 26 
March 2017. The exhibition is organised in partnership with National 
Museums Scotland and the British Museum. It features two Iron Age mirrors 
– the British Museum’s Holcombe mirror and National Museums Scotland’s 
Balmaclellan mirror – which tell very different stories, and help us to 
understand the relationships between communities in Britain 2,000 years 
ago. Admission is free.  
The Reflections on Celts tour is generously supported by the Dorset 
Foundation. 
 
 

Search for Dundee Museum Club Members 
Curators at The McManus: Dundee’s Art Gallery & Museum have launched 
an appeal to find members of the Dundee Museum Club from the 1960s and 
70s. The club worked on a model of Finavon hillfort in 1970 that is now 
featuring in the current ‘Reflections on Celts’ exhibition and staff are keen to 
get in touch with former members. 
The scaled down model followed a 1930s excavation report that showed the 
original Finavon hillfort in Angus had walls over six metres thick and 
between three and five metres high. The fort has been dated to the 7th 
century BC. It was excavated by Professor V. Gordon Childe in the 1930s. In 
the interior of the fort he discovered a well, a row of dwellings with hearths 
and evidence of spinning, pottery making and metal working. At the end of 
its life the fort was engulfed by a fire hot enough to fuse together the stones 
in the top section of the walls. Anyone who has information about the 
museum club can get in touch by emailing 
christina.donald@leisureandculturedundee.com 
 


